
LEE’S SUMMIT QUILTERS GUILD BLOCK OF THE MONTH

2010-2011 ~ SETTING INSTRUCTIONS

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS ~ PLEASE READ THOROUGHLY:
Square all your blocks so they are the same size.  This is an important step.  Blocks should measure 12-1/2” but if they are

running smaller, square them to that size.  Example:  If the majority measure 12-3/8” square, then trim them all to 12-3/8”

by trimming a little off of each side of the block.  The same would apply if they are measuring 12-1/4”.

Square your blocks and put the size of the blocks on this line: __________

These instructions will be based on 12-1/2” blocks.   If the number on the line above is smaller than 12-1/2”, then

wherever the instructions tell you to cut 12-1/2” you would substitute the number above in its place.  Most times the

reference will be to the length of sashing strips.  If your blocks measure 12-3/8”, then the length of your sashing strips

would be 12-3/8”.

The last pages of the instructions will have diagrams on them and the instructions will refer to the diagrams periodically.

I suggest you mark rows as you sew them together to keep them in order.

The November news letter has the requirements for the white quilt and the December news letters has the fabric

requirements for the alternate sizes, so they will not be in these instructions.

Extending your ruler:  You may not have a ruler long enough to cut the large squares on the diagonal.  With scotch tape

I tape a 6-1/2” x 12-1/2” ruler to the end of my 6-1/2” x 18-1/2” ruler being careful to line the edges up where the rulers

meet.  This extension is temporary and does the trick. Carefully cut about 10”, stop, walk your fingers up the long ruler,

cut another 10”, stop and walk your fingers up the ruler and finish cutting.  Making one long continuous cut will cause the

top end of the ruler to tip because all the pressure is at the bottom of the ruler. Walking your fingers up the ruler when

NOT cutting will help eliminate the slipping.

All pressing of sashing strips will be towards the sashing strips.  Cornerstones will be pressed towards the sashing strips.

Setting triangles will be pressed towards the triangles.  Please press after each step.

When you sew your sashing strip sets to your quilt block strips, if you press correctly, your cornerstones and sashing

strips should nest together and line everything up prefect for you.

Adding corner triangles:   Fold the small triangles in half and finger press the center or mark with a straight pin.   Fold

the corner block you are adding the triangle to in half and finger press or mark with pin.  Match crease [pin] on triangle to

block, pin in place, sew and press towards triangle.

Saggy bottom:  If sashing and blocks or border and quilt top have a little “extra” fabric, place the side with the extra to

the bottom and sew.  The feed dogs will help to feed in that little bit of extra.   A good way to remember this is:  “Saggy

Bottom” meaning the extra [saggy] goes on the bottom.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR WHITE QUILT [with Delectable Mountain Borders & 18 blocks]:
Block sashings:  Cut [3] 12-1/2” x wof strips

Sub-cut into [48] 2-1/2” x 12-1/2” rectangles

Cornerstones:  Cut [30] 2-1/2” squares [these can be scrappy or all the same fabric]

Top and side large setting triangles:

Cut [3] 21-1/2” squares, cut twice on the diagonal [X]

You will have 12 triangles but will only need 10 of them

Corner triangles:  Cut [2] 9-1/2” squares, cut once on the diagonal [/]

Putting it all together:  Lay your quilt blocks out in the desired order you would like and what is pleasing to your eye.

A layout is provided.  [Diagram A]   I find it easier when working with my rows to take the picture of the diagram and tip

it so the rows are lying horizontal and vertical.  [Rotate the diagram clockwise ¼ of a turn.]  The top block will be row #1;
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the next 3 blocks will be row #2 and so forth.  Starting with row #1, sew a sashing strip on the left and right sides of the

block.  Do the same for each of the horizontal rows.  Each row should start and end with a sashing strip.  Press.  [See

diagrams A & B]

Sashing strips sets are made by sewing cornerstones on the ends of sashing strips and in between them.

Referring to Diagram [C], make the following sashing strips:

Make [2] sashing strips A                   Make [2] sashing strips B                  Make [3] sashing strips C

Sew an [A] sashing strip set to the top of row #1.  Press.   Sew a large side setting triangle to each end [side] of row#1.

Refer to diagram B and pay close attention to the angle of the triangles.  Repeat for row #6 only sewing the sashing strip

set to the bottom of the block.  See Diagram [B]

Sew a [B] sashing strip set to the top of row #2 and to the bottom of row# 5.  Press.  Referring to diagram B, sew setting

triangles to each end of both rows.

Sew row #1 to the top of row #2.  Press.  Sew row #6 to the bottom of row #5.  Press.

Sew a sashing strip [C] on the top of row #3 and on the bottom of row #4.  Press.  Sew the left end setting triangle on row

#3.  Press.  Sew the right end setting triangle to row #4.  Press.  Sew row #3 to the row #1-#2 unit.  Press.  Sew row #4 to

the row #5-#6 unit.  Press.

Sew the remaining sashing strip set to the bottom of row #3.  The left end of the sashing strip set should line up with the

setting triangle and the right end will line up with a block.  Press.  Line up the top section of your quilt top with the

bottom, pin, sew and press.  Add the corner triangles at this time.

Trim the setting triangles and corner triangles at this time if any of the edges are uneven.   Even up the corner triangles by

laying a large square template in the corners and trimming any excess fabric.  The corners could be a little larger than

needed if your blocks ran smaller than the 12-1/2”.  You may have more than ¼” from the points and this is okay.  It will

give the quilt the feel that the cornerstones are floating.

Delectable Mountain Borders: [these are for the original white quilt setting only]
There are two ways to make the “mountains”.  I found this first way to be the easiest, so I will start with it.

The 2
nd

 method is cutting strips and piecing each section of the mountains.  These instructions will be in next months

news letter and copies will be available at the Bee or by contacting Nancy via email.

Cut [5] 13” x wof strips from background fabric

Sub-cut [14] 13” squares ~ cut once on the diagonal [/]

Sub-cut [1] 12-1/2” square [corner block on border]

Cut [1] 12-1/2” x wof strip from background fabric

Sub-cut [3] 12-1/2” squares [corner blocks on border]

Cut [14] 13” squares from various prints.   Cut once on the diagonal [/].

Pair background triangles with print triangles and sew into [28]

large half square triangles.  Square all HST to 12-1/2”.   Sort HST 

into to stacks so you have one of each print in each stack

Press towards darker fabric.                                                 Place them like this�

Cut each HST into [5] pieces, 2-1/2” x 12-1/2”.   Be sure

to be careful and exact in your cutting.                          Cut like this �
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Next, you will reverse the order of the strips in each stack.

      Shuffled colors �

      Reverse order �

Next you will shuffle the colors around so you have different fabrics in each HST.  Skip this step if you are making your

mountains all the same color.    Sew strips together.  Press.  You should have [28] HST.

They should measure 10-1/2” x 12-1/2”

Sew HST together into pairs.                                Mountains   �

You will have [14] pairs of HST.                      Sewn together �

You will need [3] “mountains” for the top border; [3] for the bottom border and [4] for each side.

The mountains should measure 12-1/2” x 20-1/2”.

Measure your mountains.   Put that measurement here:  __________

Measure your quilt through the middle from top to bottom and put that measurement here:   _________

This is measurement for the side borders.

Measure your quilt through the middle from side to side and put that measurement here:   __________

This is the measurement for the top and bottom borders.

Four of the mountains sewn together should measure 80-1/2”.  [side borders]  From your measurement of your mountains

subtract ½”, then multiply the number by 4.   Add ½” to the number and put that number here: _________

This will be the length you need for your side borders.

Three of the mountains sewn together should measure 60-1/2”. [top and bottom borders]  From the measurement of your

mountains subtract ½”, and then multiply the number by 3.  Add ½” to the number and put that number here:  _________

This will be the length you need for your top/bottom borders.

The sample quilt was made with spacing strips in between the “mountains” in order to make the borders fit.  DO NOT try

to stretch the borders to make them fit.   Your quilter will not like this, as it will make the middle of the quilt bigger than

the outside causing excess fabric in the middle of your quilt.

The sample measured 62-1/2 x 82-1/2”.   The quilt top was 2” larger in length and width.  [2] Spacer strips are needed for

the top and bottom borders and [3] are needed for the side borders.   Sew one in between each mountain but not on the

ends of the rows.

The difference between the top/bottom borders are 2”.   Divide 2 x 2 = 1.  [2] One inch spacing strips are needed but you

must add your ½” seam allowance to the 1” strips.   [2] 1-1/2” x 12-1/2” strips are needed to make the top/bottom borders

long enough.

The difference between the side borders is also 2”.  You will need [3] spacing strips on the side borders.   Divide the 2” by

3 = .66 or 2/3 rds; round up to ¾”.   Add ½” for seam allowance and you would cut [3] 1-1/4” x 12-1/2” strips.  The tiny

amount that was rounded up will not cause a problem for quilters.

Sew the side and top mountains together after you determine if you need spacing strips, sewing the spacing strips in

between the mountains.  Pin and sew the side borders on first.    Press towards the quilt center.  The mountains can be

placed next to the quilt top or away from the top.  It is your choice.

Sew the 12-1/2” squares to each end of the top and bottom borders.   Press towards the squares.  Pin and sew borders on.

Press towards the quilt center.      Your quilt top is ready for quilting.
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Binding:

Cut [10] or [11] 2-1/4” or 2-1/2” strips

If you piece your strips on the diagonal, you may need 11 strips.

Plain Borders:
Cut border strips the length of the fabric.  Even both ends of the fabric.   Be sure to measure the width of your fabric.   If it

measures 42” wide after removing the selvages edges, then proceed to cut your borders.

Cut [4] 10-1/2” x length of fabric strips.  Be sure to cut off selvage edges.

If your fabric measures less than 42” then take the measurement and divide it by 4 and cut your borders this width.

13 Blocks set on point with sashing and 6” borders [75” x 75”].

Cut [2] 12-1/2” x wof strips ~ sub-cut [32] 2-1/2” x 12-1/2” strips [sashing strips]

Cut [2] 2-1/2” x wof strips ~ sub-cut [4] 2-1/2” x 12-1/2” strips [sashing strips – you need a total of 36]

Cut [24] 2-1/2” square of various prints that contrast with sashing or from the same print [cornerstones]

Cut [2] 21-1/4” squares ~ cut twice on the diagonal [X] – side setting triangles

Cut [2] 11” squares ~ cut once on the diagonal [/] – corner triangles

Refer to the diagram [F}]for the 13 block on point setting.  Tip the picture to the right [clockwise] so the rows are

vertical/horizontal.  The top block is row #1, the next [3] blocks are row #2; the middle row with [5] blocks is row #3; the

4
th
 row has [3] blocks and row #5 has one block.  Sew a sashing strip on each side of the blocks in rows 1 & 2.  Sew a

sashing strip in between each block in rows 2, 3 & 4 and on each end.

Sashing strips sets are made by sewing cornerstones on the ends of sashing strips and in between them.

Referring to Diagram C, make the following sashing strips:

Make [2] sashing strips A                   Make [2] sashing strips B                  Make [2] sashing strips C

Sew an [A] sashing strip set to the top of row #1.  Press.   Sew a large side setting triangle to each end [side] of row#1.

Refer to diagram B and pay close attention to the angle of the triangles.  Repeat for row #6 only sewing the sashing strip

set to the bottom of the block.

Sew a [B] sashing strip set to the top of row #2 and to the bottom of row# 5.  Press.  Referring to diagram B, sew setting

triangles to each end of both rows.  Sew row #1 to the top of row #2.  Press.  Sew row #6 to the bottom of row #5.  Press.

Sew corner triangles on.

Sew a sashing strip [C] on the top and bottom #3.  Press.  Sew a corner triangle on each end of row #3.  Sew row #1-#2

unit on top of middle row; press.  Sew row #4-#5 on bottom of middle row.

Trim the setting triangles and corner triangles at this time if any of the edges are uneven.   Even up the corner triangles by

laying a large square template in the corners and trimming any excess fabric.  The corners could be a little larger than

needed if your blocks ran smaller than the 12-1/2”.  You may have more than ¼” from the points and this is okay.  It will

give the quilt the feel that the cornerstones are floating.

Measure the quilt top from top to bottom through the middle and put that number here:  ___________

Cut [[8] 6-1/2” x wof strips for outer borders ~ trim off selvage edges.

Sew [2] strips together; repeat until you have 4 strips sets with [2] strips in each. 

Cut the [2] side borders to the length you wrote on the line above.  Pin on each side, sew and press.

Measure the quilt top from side to side so you are measuring the borders and the quilt top.

Put that number here:  _________

Cut the remaining two strips to this length, pin, sew on and press.

Binding:  Cut [8 or 9] 2-1/4” or 2-1/2” x wof strips             
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Straight Settings:    [20 block setting ~ you will need to make 2 additional blocks].

4 blocks across and 5 blocks down with 2” sashing, cornerstones & 6” borders [70” x 84”].
Sashing:   Cut [2] 12-1/2” x wof strips

Sub-cut [31] 2-1/2” x 12-1/2” strips

           Cut [7] 2-1/2” x wof strips [these will be the inner borders]

Cornerstones:  Cut [12] 2-1/2” squares from various fabrics that contrast with sashing

Lay blocks out with [4] across in each row and into [5] rows, and then sew a sashing strip between each block in each row

only.  Press towards sashing.

Sew [4] sashing strips together with a cornerstone square in-between each sashing strip.  Make [4] sashing strip sets.

Press towards sashing strips.

Sew a sashing strip set on the bottom of rows, 1, 2, 3, and 4.  Press towards sashing strips.  Sew rows together.  Press

towards sashing strips.

Sew the [2] inner border 2-1/2” strips together.  Repeat so you have two.  Sew the remaining [3] inner border strips

together.

Measure your quilt top center measuring through the middle from top to bottom.

Put that number here:   ___________

Cut [2] side inner borders strip the length you measured on the above line.  Pin and sew each side on.  Press.

Measure the quilt top from side to side and put that number here: ________

Cut [2] top/bottom inner border strips from the remaining strips sewn together.   Pin and sew to the top and bottom of

your quilt top.  Press towards inner border.

Cut [6] outer border strips – 6-1/2” x wof.

Sew [2] strips together end to end.  Repeat so you have two.  Sew the remaining [3] strips together end to end.  These will

be used for the top and bottom borders.  Apply the outer borders using the same method as the inner borders.

3 blocks across and 4 blocks down 56” x 70”:  �����

Sashing:  Cut [1] 12-1/2” x wof strip

   sub-cut [11] 2-1/2” x 12-1/2” strips

Inner border:  Cut [5] 2-1/2” x wof strips

~ sew together end to end after selvage edges are removed

Cornerstones:  Cut [6] 2-1/2” squares

        from fabric that contrasts with sashing fabric

Outer border:  Cut [6] 6-1/2” x wof strips

Assemble as stated above on this page but with four rows

going down and with three blocks in each row.
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